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Tradeoff Between Latch and Flop for Min-Period
Sequential Circuit Designs With Crosstalk

Chuan Lin and Hai Zhou, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Latches are extensively used in high-performance
sequential circuit designs to achieve high frequencies because of
their good performance and time-borrowing feature. However,
the amount of timing uncertainty due to crosstalk accumulated
through latches could be larger than the benefit gained by time
borrowing. In this paper, we show that the tradeoff between a
latch and a flop can be leveraged in a sequential circuit design
with crosstalk, so that the clock period is minimized by selecting
a configuration of mixed latches and flops. A circular time repre-
sentation is proposed to make coupling detection easier and more
efficient. Experiments on our heuristic algorithm for finding an
optimal configuration of mixed latches and flops showed promising
results.

Index Terms—Algorithms, circuit optimization, crosstalk,
design automation, timing, timing circuits, very large scale
integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN A sequential circuit, clock signals are usually applied at
memory elements to lock correct state values and to filter out

unintended transitions. Generally speaking, memory elements
can be categorized into two groups according to how they
respond to clock signals: 1) edge-triggered flops store the data
when the clock switches and 2) level-sensitive latches let the
output have the input value during its active duration.

Latches dominate high-performance designs as they have
smaller delays and occupy less area than flops. More impor-
tantly, since signals can pass through a latch anytime during
its active duration, time borrowing between two consecutive
latches is possible. As a result, circuits designed with latches
can operate at higher frequencies than their edge-triggered
counterparts [1].

For correct operation, the data are required to be stable
before the latching edge by an amount of time called the setup
time—This is known as the setup condition. The data have to
remain stable after the latching edge for an amount of time
called the hold time—This is known as the hold condition. A
clocking violation refers to a violation of the setup condition or
the hold condition.

Clock schedule verification (also known as timing verifi-
cation) for edge-triggered circuits is straightforward. Since
signals cannot pass transparently through flops, the output times
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of the flops are used as the input times of the combinational
components, and the setup and hold conditions of the flops
are checked against the combinational outputs. However, clock
schedule verification involving latches is much harder. Since
signals can pass through latches transparently during their
active durations, the setup and hold conditions on paths between
any two latches need to be considered. These conditions be-
come even more complex in the presence of a multiphase clock
schedule.

On the other hand, with increasing clock frequencies and
shrinking process geometries in deep-submicrometer technol-
ogy, both capacitive and inductive couplings (also known as
crosstalks) become big concerns in designs. For present-day
processes, the coupling capacitances can be as high as the sum
of the area capacitances and the fringing capacitances. Trends
indicate that the role of crosstalk will be even more dominant
in the future as feature sizes shrink [2]. Besides introducing
noises on quiet wires, crosstalk may greatly change the wire
delays and, hence, affect the timing analysis. If an aggressor
and a victim switch simultaneously in the same direction,
the victim will speed up, which is called assistive coupling.
Likewise, if an aggressor and a victim switch simultaneously in
opposite directions, the victim will slow down, which is called
opposing coupling. Assuming that coupling capacitances and
inductances dominate all other capacitances and inductances of
wires, failure to take crosstalk effects into timing analysis may
produce wrong results. Our work in this paper equally applies
to crosstalk induced by capacitive and inductive couplings.
However, to simplify the presentation, we only talk about
capacitive couplings in the rest of this paper.

Since latches allow signals to pass transparently, crosstalk
effects on switching windows may accumulate on a long path
and cause a clocking violation in the end. These phenomena
will be explained in more detail in Section II. It is interesting to
observe that the switching window at the output of a flop is just
a single point or a switching window with width zero (for the
ease of the presentation, we assume no clock skew uncertainty).
A natural thought is to select a set of latches such that when they
are replaced with flops, the crosstalk effects contributed by their
original output switching windows are greatly reduced, and the
previous clocking violations are removed.

Our contribution in this paper is twofold. First, we propose
a circular time representation for coupling detection. We show
that detecting coupling under the circular time representation
is easier than state-of-the-art approaches used in [3] and [4].
Furthermore, since complicated phase translations are avoided,
clock schedule verification under the circular time represen-
tation is more efficient. Second, we formulate the tradeoff
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Fig. 1. Crosstalk effects on system performance.

between a latch and a flop in sequential circuits with crosstalk
as a problem of seeking a configuration of mixed latches and
flops to minimize the clock period. We present an effective and
efficient heuristic algorithm to solve this problem. Experiments
showed promising results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the motivation and problem formulation. Section III
describes the models we will use in this paper. Section IV re-
caps the previous work. The circular time representation is pro-
posed in Section V. Our algorithm is presented in Section VI,
followed by experimental results in Section VII. Conclusions
are given in Section VIII.

II. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We now use an example in Fig. 1(a) to show that the amount
of timing uncertainty due to crosstalk accumulated through
latches could be larger than the benefit gained by time borrow-
ing. In this example, we have six latches driven by a clock φ
with period 2 shown in Fig. 1(b), which has a duty cycle
ratio of 0.5; i.e., the active duration is half the period. The
ellipses between the latches represent the combinational blocks
with their minimum and maximum delays. Opposing coupling
increases the delay by 0.5, whereas assistive coupling decreases
the delay by 0.5. Suppose that the setup and hold times are
all zero and the inputs are available at I1 and I2 at time 1.
Then, the switching windows of A and D are [2, 4] and [2, 3.5],
respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). According to the trans-
parent nature of latches, the switching windows of B and E are
[3, 4] and [3, 3.5], respectively. If the coupling capacitor be-
tween C and F does not exist, then the switching windows of C
and F will be [5, 6] and [5, 5.5], respectively. Since no clocking
violation occurs, 2 is a feasible clock period. However, due
to the presence of the coupling capacitor and the fact that the
switching windows of B and E overlap, opposing and assistive
couplings are assumed in the blocks they feed. As a result, the
switching windows of C and F become [4.5, 6.5] and [4.5, 6],
respectively. We detect a setup violation at latch O1. Therefore,

this circuit has to work at a period no smaller than 2.2 (assuming
duty cycle scales proportionally with period).

However, if we replace the latch between A and B by a
flop that operates at the falling edge of φ, then the switching
window of B is shrunken to [4, 4]. Since the new window
does not overlap with that of E, coupling is not triggered.
Therefore, the switching windows of C and F become [6, 6]
and [5, 5.5], respectively. The previous setup violation at O1 is
now removed. The new circuit can still work under period 2.

This example shows that the tradeoff between a latch and a
flop can be leveraged to improve sequential circuit designs with
crosstalk. We formulate it as a problem of finding a configura-
tion of mixed latches and flops to minimize the clock period.
Problem 1 (Optimal Latch–Flop Configuration): Given a

sequential circuit and its clock schedule, find a configuration of
mixed latches and flops for the memory elements such that the
circuit satisfies both setup and hold conditions with crosstalk
under the minimum clock period.

III. MODELS AND NOTATIONS

A. Circuit Model

A directed graphG = (V,E) is used to represent a sequential
circuit, where V = VG ∪ VL is the union of two sets of vertices,
namely: 1) the gates VG and 2) the memory elements VL,
and E = EI ∪ EC is the union of two sets of edges, namely:
a) the interconnects EI and b) the coupling capacitances EC .
Interconnect delays are available since we are considering
circuits after placement and routing. We assume that all primary
inputs and primary outputs are latched.

We designate the latest (earliest) arrival time at a vertex v
as Av(av). The latest (earliest) departure time from a vertex is
denoted by Dv(dv). [av, Av] and [dv,Dv] are called the input
and output switching windows of v, respectively.

If v is a memory element, p(v) denotes its given phase.
Depending on the particular configuration, v could be a latch
with phase p(v) or a flop operating at the rising or falling
edge of p(v). For simplicity, we only talk about latches and the
flops that operate at the falling edges. In the remainder of this
paper, we simply use flops to refer to those that operate at the
falling edges.

B. Delay Model

We choose to use the dynamically bounded delay model [5]
to capture the delay variations due to crosstalk. More specifi-
cally, each vertex v has a combinational delay range [δv,∆v].
For each coupling capacitance between v and an aggressor u,
if the switching window at v’s input overlaps with that at u’s
input within a specified amount of time τu,v , then opposing and
assistive couplings are assumed at u and v. As a result, δv is
decreased by δu,v , and ∆v is increased by ∆u,v . In this model,
multiple aggressors are treated independently; i.e., their effects
on victim are additive.

Although more accurate models are possible, such as [6]–[8],
where superposition is used to calculate the total crosstalk
effects without using coupling factors, the chosen model is a
generalization of discrete coupling models, such as ones that as-
sume a 0×, 1×, or 2× effective coupling capacitance, e.g., [9].
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Fig. 2. Three-phase clock schedule with period T .

C. Clock Model

A clock schedule for a circuit is a set of periodic signals
φ1, . . . , φn with width wi of the phase φi and a common period
T . A three-phase clock schedule is shown in Fig. 2. Selecting a
period of length T as the global time reference, we can order
the phases φi by its starting times and ending times (si, ei)
with respect to the reference. Note that it is possible to have
si > ei based on the selection of the reference. We generally
order the phases such that ei < ej if i < j and choose en as
the global time reference. In particular, if ei = (i/n)T , the
clock schedule is symmetric [10]. The setup and hold times are
denoted as Xi and Hi, respectively. We assume that both si
and ei scale proportionally with T , but Xi and Hi remain the
same. A clock schedule is valid if and only if the circuit has no
clocking violation under it. The common period of a valid clock
schedule is called a feasible period. For simplicity, we assume
zero clock skews; i.e., clock signals arrive at all the memory
elements at the same time.

IV. PREVIOUS WORK

Several techniques have been proposed to evaluate crosstalk
effects on combinational delays. Some are based on iterative
techniques [8], [9]; some are based on the propagation of events
[11]; others are based on more complex mathematical formu-
lations [5]. Consideration of the functional correlation of the
victim and the aggressors allows further accuracy in analysis
[12]–[14]. The worst case victim delay can be obtained by
driver modeling using reduced-order modeling and worst case
alignment of the aggressors relative to the victim [15]–[17].
What these techniques have in common is that crosstalk effects
are expressed by expanding the switching window at the victim
to accommodate more possible switchings.

The problem of clock schedule verification without consid-
ering crosstalk has been elegantly solved by Szymanski and
Shenoy [18], [19]. Without crosstalk, we only need to consider
switching windows at memory elements. The input switching
window of a memory element i can be computed by propagat-
ing the output switching windows of i’s fan-ins through shortest
and longest path delays to i. Timing conditions for latches are
formulated as [19]

Ai = max
j→i

(
Dj + Cj,i − Ep(j)p(i)

)
(1)

ai = min
j→i

(
dj + cj,i − Ep(j)p(i)

)
(2)

Di = max
(
Ai, T − wp(i)

)
(3)

di = sp(i) = T − wp(i) (4)

Ai ≤T −Xi (5)

ai ≥Hi (6)

where Cj,i and cj,i represent the maximum and minimum
combinational delays from latch j to latch i, respectively, and
Ep(j)p(i) is a phase-shift operator defined as [20]

Ep(j)p(i) =
{
ep(i) − ep(j), if p(j) < p(i)
T + ep(i) − ep(j), otherwise .

Note that used here are local times referring to local time zones
that end with the phase falling edges. Timing conditions involv-
ing flops are the same except for (3) and (4), where the output
window of a flop is a single point [T, T ]. We say that j is the
latest critical predecessor of i ifAi = Dj + Cj,i − Ep(j)p(i). If
ai = dj + cj,i − Ep(j)p(i), then j is called the earliest critical
predecessor of i.

We choose to characterize di by (4) instead of the more
aggressive formulation with di = max(ai, T − wp(i)) in [20].
This is because [21] showed that there are common situations,
such as a latch driven by a qualified clock signal, in which the
aggressive formulation is incorrect, and a similar problem arises
in circuits that permit the clock to be stopped between adjacent
latches to save power.

In the presence of crosstalk, however, switching windows at
both memory elements and gates need to be considered because
crosstalk may change the shortest and longest path delays
between them.

Hassoun et al. [3] proposed to assign each gate v a phase,
also denoted as p(v), which can be derived by analyzing the
phases of the memory elements in the combinational fan-in and
fan-out of the gate. For example, p(v) could be the phase of the
clock driving the nearest memory element in v’s combinational
fan-in. Based on the phases at gates, the switching windows at
gates can be computed in a similar fashion as those at memory
elements, expressed as

av =
{

min(u,v)∈EI

(
du −Ep(u)p(v)

)
, if p(u) �= p(v)

min(u,v)∈EI
du, if p(u) = p(v) (7)

Av =
{

max(u,v)∈EI

(
Du − Ep(u)p(v)

)
, if p(u) �= p(v)

max(u,v)∈EI
Du, if p(u) = p(v) (8)

dv = av + δv (9)

Dv =Av + ∆v. (10)

Their approach of verifying clock schedules with crosstalk
works as follows: At the beginning, no crosstalk is assumed to
take effect, and the Szymanski and Shenoy algorithm is used
to find a solution. Then, the solution is used to compute the
switching windows at gates by (7)–(10). The results are used to
check for switching window overlaps and to modify the delays
based on crosstalk effects. These three processes are repeated
until there is no change on delays. Zhou [4] proposed an im-
proved algorithm that essentially combined the three processes
together and computed the accumulated switching windows
during the iterations.

However, detecting overlap in both Hassoun et al.’s and
Zhou’s approaches was not easy. In [3], Hassoun et al. showed
that when two vertices couple, the victim’s input window can
overlap with either one, two, or three of the three possible
switching windows at the aggressor’s input: the previous, the
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Fig. 3. Example where coupling is missed by Ep(u)p(v).

current, and the following windows. The input window of the
aggressor must be translated to the victim’s local time zone
to perform a meaningful comparison. They showed that the
previously defined phase-shift operatorEp(j)p(i) cannot be used
for such a translation since it may lead to coupling detec-
tion misses. Consider the example in Fig. 3 (taken from [3]),
where T = 10, ep(u) − ep(v) = 1, Ep(u)p(v) = 9, τu,v = 1.01,
and 50% duty cycle. If Ep(u)p(v) is used to translate the
aggressor’s ranges, i.e., the previous [5− T, 7− T ], the current
[5, 7], and the following [5 + T, 7 + T ], then the ranges become
[−14,−12], [−4,−2], and [6, 8], respectively. If the victim
occurrence is [13, 15], then comparing the translated aggressor
ranges against the victim’s will not indicate a coupling prob-
lem. However, coupling should have been detected because
the fourth occurrence [16, 18] is within τu,v of the victim
occurrence.

As a remedy, they proposed a new phase-shift operator
E ′p(j)p(i), defined as

E ′p(j)p(i) =



ep(i) − ep(j) + T, if ep(i) − ep(j)<−T

2

ep(i) − ep(j), if −T
2 ≤ep(i) − ep(j)≤+T

2

ep(i) − ep(j) − T, if ep(i) − ep(j)>+T
2

.

Intuitively, if the difference between ep(i) and ep(j) is small,
then the amount of translation should be equal to the difference.
A simple example is ep(i) = ep(j), where the aggressor and the
victim have the same phase and aligned time zones. Thus, no
phase translation is needed, instead of having Ep(j)p(i) = T
by the previous phase-shift operator. T will be involved in
phase translation only when ep(i) and ep(j) are far away from
each other.

Consider the example in Fig. 3 again with the new phase-shift
operator. In this case, E′p(u)p(v) = −1. Subtracting this phase-
shift operator, the three aggressor ranges become [−4,−2], [6,
8], and [16, 18], respectively. The previously missed coupling
is now detected.

V. CIRCULAR TIME REPRESENTATION FOR

COUPLING DETECTION

Although coupling can be detected with E ′p(j)p(i), the pro-
cess of detection is complicated. Occurrences on three time
zones need to be translated and checked. An important obser-
vation here is that if we translate the input windows of both the
aggressor and the victim to the global time reference and take
modulo T on them, coupling can be easily detected. For the
example in Fig. 3, assuming that the global time reference coin-
cides with v’s local time zone, we have [13, 15] mod T = [3, 5]

Fig. 4. (a) Circular time representation of the clock schedule in Fig. 2.
(b) Switching window propagation through a combinational vertex under the
circular time representation.

for v, and [−4,−2] mod T = [6, 8] for u. Given that τu,v =
1.01, coupling is successfully detected. Theorem 1 establishes
the correctness of this approach.
Theorem 1: Two vertices couple if and only if their switch-

ing windows overlap within a specified amount of time af-
ter being translated to the global time reference and taken
modulo T .

Proof: (→): If two vertices u and v couple, then, by the
definition of coupling (assistive or opposing), it is possible
that they switch simultaneously; i.e., their switching windows
overlap within a specified amount of time. The fact of overlap
will be preserved after being translated to the global time ref-
erence. In addition, since all the clock phases share a common
period T , all switching windows are periodic with T , so are the
overlaps among them. Therefore, the overlap between u and v
will remain after being taken modulo T .

(←): On the other hand, since a clock schedule is periodic
with a common period T , the fact that two switching windows
overlap after being taken modulo T implies a coupling between
them, which is independent on phase translations. �

In addition, if switching windows at all the vertices are
always computed with respect to the global time reference,
phase translations are not necessary at all.

A formal treatment of taking modulo T on switching win-
dows can be illustrated in a circular time representation.
Fig. 4(a) shows the circular time representation of the three-
phase clock schedule in Fig. 2. The whole circle represents the
global time reference we selected. The time reference at the top
point is 0. It increases clockwise until it goes back to the top,
where reference T coincides with 0. Each phase i is then
represented as an arc with endpoints si and ei. Under this
representation, each switching window becomes an arc. When
propagating through a gate, an arc will be shifted clockwise and
expanded, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The modulo T operation can
be treated as a transformation from the original axis representa-
tion to the circular time representation to ensure that the values
of the endpoints are within [0, T ), whenever an arc is shifted or
expanded beyond the top point.

We must note that it is possible to have Av < av under the
circular time representation. Therefore, [av, Av] is no longer
interpreted as an interval in the original real axis but a record
that indicates the starting and ending points of an arc. In
the remainder of this paper, we will use “window” and “arc”
interchangeably.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of RX
i and RH

i for memory element i.

We then propose clock schedule verification with crosstalk
under the circular time representation. It has two phases. In
the first phase, we check if the clock schedule is valid (having
no clocking violation) without crosstalk using the Szymanski
and Shenoy algorithm. Given that we use (4) to characterize di

instead of the more aggressive one in [20], it is guaranteed by
[22] that the switching window without crosstalk is a subset of
the switching window with crosstalk at each vertex. Therefore,
a clock schedule is ensured to be invalid if it has clocking viola-
tions at this phase. If there is no clocking violation, (7)–(10) are
carried out to obtain the switching windows at gates. We then
translate the switching windows at memory elements and gates
to the global time reference and take modulo T on them, i.e.,
represent them as arcs.

In the second phase, the occurrences of overlaps are used
to update delays and switching arcs to take crosstalk effects
into consideration. Whenever a switching arc is changed, the
amount of change is propagated to its fan-outs and coupled
wires. Propagation through a combinational vertex v can be
expressed as

[dv,Dv] = [(av + δv) mod T, (Av + ∆v) mod T ] .

Propagation through a latch i is formulated as

di = sp(i)

Di =
{
Ai, if (Ai − ai)

(
Ai − sp(i)

) (
sp(i) − ai

)
> 0

sp(i), otherwise
.

Propagation through a flop is formulated as

di = Di = ep(i).

The change on one arc may trigger or cancel other succeeding
couplings and result in more changes. The process of update
is carried out over the whole circuit until convergence or a
clocking violation is found.

For all i ∈ VL, let

[
RX

i , R
H
i

] �
=

[(
ep(i) −Xp(i)

)
mod T,

(
ep(i) +Hp(i)

)
mod T

]

as shown in Fig. 5.
Theorem 2 states the necessary and sufficient conditions for

a valid clock schedule with crosstalk.
Theorem 2: Given that a clock schedule is valid without

crosstalk, it is valid with crosstalk if and only if the input
switching arc [ai, Ai] of each memory element i ∈ VL does not
intersect with [RX

i , R
H
i ] anytime before convergence.

Proof: Let [āi, Āi] denote the input switching arc at mem-
ory element i without crosstalk, ∀i ∈ VL. Since the circuit is
free of clocking violations under the clock schedule without
crosstalk, Āi and āi satisfy the setup and hold conditions (5)
and (6), which implies that [āi, Āi] does not intersect with
[RX

i , R
H
i ].

Considering crosstalk, we have [āi, Āi] ⊆ [ai, Ai] by [22]. If
[ai, Ai] does not intersect with [RX

i , R
H
i ] before convergence,

∀i ∈ VL, then (5) and (6) are still kept with crosstalk. The clock
schedule is still valid. On the other hand, if an intersection
occurs at i before convergence, we must have either RX

i or
RH

i (or both) on the arc [ai, Ai]. The former stands for a hold
violation, whereas the latter is a setup violation. The clock
schedule is then invalid with crosstalk. �

Based on this, a setup violation is caused when Ai is shifted
clockwise to make the following inequality satisfied:

(Ai − ai)
(
Ai −RX

i

) (
RX

i − ai

)
> 0. (11)

A hold violation is caused when ai is shifted counterclockwise
to make the following inequality satisfied:

(Ai − ai)
(
Ai −RH

i

) (
RH

i − ai

)
> 0. (12)

Theorem 3 states that the convergence or a clocking violation
will be found in polynomial time.
Theorem 3: The complexity of verifying clock schedule with

crosstalk under the circular time representation is O(|VL|3 +
|EC ||EI ||VL|).

Proof: Given a clock period, computing switching
windows at memory elements by the Szymanski and Shenoy
algorithm takes O(|VL|3) time. If there is no clocking violation
at this phase, i.e., (5) and (6) are satisfied, we then proceed
to compute switching windows at gates. To do this, we will
treat the outputs of memory elements as primary inputs and the
inputs of memory elements as primary outputs and compute the
switching windows at gates in their topological order, which
takes O(|EI |) time. Translating all the switching windows
to the global time reference and representing them under the
circular time representation take O(|V |) time.

To analyze the complexity of the second phase, we separate
it into passes. At the beginning of each pass, we detect the oc-
currences of overlaps and update delays, which takes O(|EC |)
time. Then, during the rest of the pass, we propagate the delay
updates to other vertices without detecting overlap. The propa-
gation through gates can be conducted in their topological or-
der. It was shown in [18] that the propagation takesO(|EI ||VL|)
time before convergence or a clocking violation is found. Given
that the number of effective coupling capacitances increases
every pass (otherwise, we stop with a converged solution), the
number of passes is upper bounded by O(|EC |). Therefore, the
complexity of the second phase is O(|EC ||EI ||VL|).

Summing up the complexities of the two phases, we obtain
the complexity of verifying clock schedule with crosstalk under
the circular time representation as O(|VL|3 + |EC ||EI ||VL|).

�
Compared with the methods in [3] and [4], our approach

has two advantages. First, no phase translation is needed in the
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second phase of our approach. Second, the overlap detection is
much easier under the circular time representation. As a result,
the process of verification is accelerated, which is confirmed by
the experiments in Section VII.

VI. ALGORITHM FOR AN OPTIMAL

LATCH–FLOP CONFIGURATION

A. Lower and Upper Bounds of a Feasible Clock Period

In [23], a set of constraints equivalent to (1)–(6) was pro-
posed to characterize a feasible clock period, expressed as

ep(i) ≥ ep(j) − wp(j) + Cq
j,i −Kq

j,iT +Xp(i) (13)

ep(i) ≤ ep(j) − wp(j) + cqj,i +
(
1−Kq

j,i

)
T −Hp(i) (14)

if j is a latch and

ep(i) ≥ ep(j) + Cq
j,i −Kq

j,iT +Xp(i) (15)

ep(i) ≤ ep(j) + cqj,i +
(
1−Kq

j,i

)
T −Hp(i) (16)

if j is a flop. Cq
j,i and cqj,i are the maximum and minimum

combinational delays, respectively, along any path q between
j and another memory element i without crosstalk. Path q is
combinational in (14) and (16); q could be sequential in (13)
and (15); i.e., there could be memory elements on q. Kq

j,i

counts the number of occurrences that two consecutive memory
elements x and y on q have ep(x) ≥ ep(y), recursively defined as

Kq
j,k =




0, if k = j
Kq

j,b(k), if ep(b(k)) < ep(k)

Kq
j,b(k) + 1, if ep(k) ≤ ep(b(k))

(17)

where b(k) represents the preceding memory element of k on q.
We use Tl to denote the minimum period that satisfies (13)

for all q. Since ei and wi scale proportionally with T , we repre-
sent them as ei = ρe

iT and wi = ρw
i T , where 0 ≤ ρe

i , ρ
w
i < 1.

Then, (13) becomes

(
Kq

j,i + ρe
i − ρe

j + ρw
j

)
T ≥ Cq

j,i +Xp(i).

By the definition of Kq
j,i in (17), if ej < ei, then Kq

j,i + ρe
i −

ρe
j + ρw

j > 0 sinceKq
j,i ≥ 0; if ej = ei, thenKq

j,i + ρe
i − ρe

j +
ρw

j ≥ 1 sinceKq
j,i ≥ 1; if ej > ei, thenKq

j,i + ρe
i − ρe

j + ρw
j >

0 sinceKq
j,i ≥ 1 and ρe

i − ρe
j > −1. Therefore, we haveKq

j,i +
ρe

i − ρe
j + ρw

j > 0 for all q. As a result, Tl can be written as

Tl = max
q:j�i

Cq
j,i +Xp(i)

Kq
j,i + ρe

i − ρe
j + ρw

j

. (18)

Lemma 1 states that Tl is a lower bound of a feasible
clock period.
Lemma 1: The minimum period that can be possibly

achieved with crosstalk is lower bounded by Tl.
Proof: Let q+ be the path such that

(
Kq+

j,i + ρe
i − ρe

j + ρw
j

)
Tl = Cq+

j,i +Xp(i).

Fig. 6. Source graph of latch i.

Since the delays may be increased due to opposing couplings,
the maximum delay along q+ with crosstalk becomes C ′q

+

j,i ≥
Cq+

j,i . Therefore

(
Kq+

j,i + ρe
i − ρe

j

)
Tl ≤

(
Kq+

j,i + ρe
i − ρe

j + ρw
j

)
Tl

≤C ′q+

j,i +Xp(i).

It implies that any value below Tl will cause a setup violation
on q+ with crosstalk independent of whether j and i are latches
or flops. Hence, Tl is a lower bound of the solution. �

To find an upper bound Tu of a feasible clock period, we
use the minimum period that is feasible under the worst case
coupling scenario (assuming all the couplings take effect).
Both Tl and Tu can be computed by the algorithm in [23]
in O(|VL|n2 log(|VL|)) time, where n is the number of clock
phases.

Although an upper bound and a lower bound can be obtained,
we cannot use binary search to find the optimal period. This is
because the solution space may not be convex with crosstalk
[3]. Therefore, we examine each candidate period from the
lower bound incrementally. The first feasible period under
which the clock schedule is valid with crosstalk is the optimal
solution.

B. Heuristic

Given a clock period, we first scale the clock schedule pro-
portionally and treat all the memory elements as latches to take
advantage of time borrowing. Then, we compute the switching
windows with crosstalk under the circular time representation.
If there is no clocking violation, the clock period is feasible;
otherwise, we apply a heuristic to remove the violations by
replacing a subset of latches by flops.

Suppose a clocking violation occurs at i ∈ VL. To find the
latches for replacement, we recursively define the source graph
of a vertex v ∈ V , or sG(v), as

sG(v)=
{ ∅, if v∈VL and dv =Dv

sG(u)∪{u, (u, v)} , if (u, v)∈EI or they couple
.

Then, sG(i) can be obtained by tracing back from i along
the interconnect edges and the coupling capacitances, where
crosstalk takes effect, until we reach a memory element j
with dj = Dj or a previously traversed vertex on each branch.
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Fig. 6 shows an example of sG(i), where vertical rectangles
represent latches and horizontal rectangles represent the input
switching windows of the vertices below them, with the gray
parts indicating the crosstalk effects.

Theorem 4 states that the latches in sG(i) are the candidates
for replacement.
Theorem 4: At least one latch in sG(i) has to be replaced

with a flop to remove the clocking violation at i.
Proof: Suppose that the violation at i can be removed by

only replacing some latches outside sG(i). By the definition of
sG(i), there is no directed interconnect path from these latches
to the vertices in sG(i). It implies that the effect of the replace-
ment on sG(i) is to introduce more couplings, which cause
more switching window expansions at the vertices in sG(i).
However, the violation at i cannot be removed by merely ex-
panding the switching windows of the vertices in sG(i). There-
fore, some latch in sG(i) has to be chosen for replacement. �

If sG(i) involves no coupling capacitance, the input switch-
ing window of i is determined by the minimum and maximum
combinational delays from its critical predecessors. To remove
a hold violation at i, ai needs to be increased. This, by (2),
implies that the earliest departure time at the earliest critical
predecessor of i needs to be increased. Since the earliest de-
parture time at the output of a latch is a constant by (4), the
only way to increase it is to replace it by a flop. For a setup
violation at i, we can trace back from i along the latest critical
predecessors until we reach a memory element j in sG(i)
with dj = Dj such that Ai is determined by Dj through the
maximum combinational delay from j to i. However,Ai cannot
be decreased independent of whether j is a latch or a flop. In
other words, the setup violation at i cannot be removed even
without crosstalk effects. Therefore, the current clock period
is infeasible.

Alternatively, if sG(i) contains coupling capacitances, iden-
tifying the latches for replacement becomes very hard. Replac-
ing a latch with a flop shrinks its output switching arc to a point.
Unlike the situation without crosstalk, shrinking one switching
arc may lead to decreases in maximum arrival times at the
succeeding latches due to coupling misses. For the example
in Fig. 6, when latch j is replaced by a flop, if the resulting
switching window at x does not overlap with that at y and the
maximum arrival time at x is smaller than the originalDx, then
the maximum arrival time at latch i is actually decreased due
to the replacement, which may help to fix the setup violation at
i. In other words, the effect of a placement is dependent on the
coupling configuration in the circuit, which in turn depends on
the replacement. They are mutually dependent.

Therefore, we propose a heuristic that considers each latch
in sG(i) as a candidate. For each candidate, we estimate the
effect of the replacement on the input switching window of
i, assuming that the switching windows at other vertices will
not change. Among the vertices whose individual replacements
remove the violation, we choose the one whose latest arrival
time is the closest to the falling edge of its clock phase. Intu-
itively, we want the increase of the latest arrival time of the latch
being replaced to be as small as possible, so that the chance
of introducing clocking violations at its succeeding memory
elements is small. If the violation cannot be removed by replac-

Fig. 7. Pseudocode of the algorithm.

ing any latch in sG(i), we choose the one that gives the least
amount of violation. After replacing the chosen latch by a
flop, we perform clock schedule verification with crosstalk on
the new circuit. The above process is iteratively conducted
until there is no clocking violation or the source graph has no
candidate latch, for which we consider the current clock period
infeasible. Since we replace a latch by a flop at each iteration
and the number of latches in sG(i) is no more than |VL|, the
number of iterations is upper bounded by |VL|.

Since switching windows at many vertices may vary when
a latch is replaced by a flop, computing the effect of the
replacement using the original switching windows may produce
a result that is different from the later one by actually carrying
out a verification on the new circuit. However, since we only
allow one latch to be replaced at a time, it ensures that our
assumption yields good estimations.

In Fig. 7, we give the pseudocode of the heuristic algorithm
for finding the minimum clock period and the corresponding
configuration of mixed latches and flops.

Theorem 5 gives the complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 5: The algorithm in Fig. 7 terminates in O(|VL| ×

n2 log(|VL|) + |VL|(|VL|3 + |EC ||EI ||VL|)((Tu − Tl)/∆T ))
time with a feasible clock period.

Proof: It takes O(|VL|n2 log(|VL|)) to compute Tl and
Tu by the algorithm in [23]. Computing the latch-to-latch
minimum and maximum delays takes O(|VL|(|VG|+ |EI |))
time by the algorithm in [24].

Given a clock period, it takesO(|VL|3 + |EC ||EI ||VL|) time
to verify it with crosstalk by Theorem 3. If there is a clocking
violation at latch i, then finding sG(i) and identifying the latch
for replacement take O(E) and O(VLV ), respectively. There-
fore, the complexity for checking the feasibility of a given pe-
riod by our heuristic is O(|VL|(|VL|3 + |EC ||EI ||VL|)), where
O(|VL|) bounds the number of iterations.
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TABLE I
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS FROM ISCAS-89

Fig. 8. Histogram of the maximum gate delays for c7552 in [25].

In conjunction with incremental search, the complex-
ity of the algorithm is O(|VL|n2 log(|VL|) + |VL|(|VL|3 +
|EC ||EI ||VL|)((Tu − Tl)/∆T )). In the worst case, the algo-
rithm will return Tu, which is feasible. �

VII. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

We implemented the algorithm in a personal computer with
a 2.4-GHz Xeon CPU, a 512-kB second-level cache memory,
and a 1-GB random access memory. Our test files were gen-
erated from ISCAS-89 sequential benchmark suite. They are
summarized in Table I.

Due to the unavailability of extracted coupling information
for ISCAS-89 circuits, we studied the extracted data of ISCAS-
85 combinational circuits provided by [25] in 0.18-µm tech-
nology. For the largest circuit “c7552” in ISCAS-85 with 3513
gates, we illustrate the histogram of the maximum gate delays
in Fig. 8, the histogram of the ratios of the minimum gate delay
to the maximum in Fig. 9, the histogram of the interconnect
delays in Fig. 10, the histogram of the interconnect parasitic
capacitances in Fig. 11, and the histogram of the coupling
capacitances in Fig. 12.

Fig. 9. Histogram of the ratios of the minimum gate delay to the maximum
for c7552 in [25].

Fig. 10. Histogram of the interconnect delays for c7552 in [25].

Fig. 11. Histogram of the interconnect parasitic capacitances for c7552
in [25].
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Fig. 12. Histogram of the coupling capacitances for c7552 in [25].

We then assigned delays to ISCAS-89 sequential circuits
based on the characteristics in Figs. 8–12. First of all, we
observed that the maximum gate delays of c7552 are widely
spread. So are the ratios of the minimum gate delay to the
maximum. Note that it is not the absolute delay values but the
ratios that are relevant. Therefore, we assigned each combina-
tional vertex in the ISCAS-89 circuits with a random maximum
delay within 0.5 and 2.5 (assuming no coupling capacitors); the
minimum delay was randomly initialized with a value that is at
most 0.5 less than the maximum delay. Random delay assign-
ments expose our algorithm to various delay scenarios, which
will result in a comprehensive evaluation of the algorithm. The
effectiveness of our scheme may vary when applied to circuits
with different gate delay distributions.

Next, we added coupling capacitors to the circuits. In c7552,
the number of coupling capacitances is 6536, which is about
half of the number of nodes, i.e., 11341. Therefore, we ran-
domly added coupling capacitors equal in number to 50% of
the vertices in each ISCAS-89 circuit. As a result, each vertex
has a capacitor incident to it by average. On the other hand,
the comparison between Figs. 11 and 12 implies that the cou-
pling capacitance is generally 10× the interconnect parasitic
capacitance. Together with the interconnect delay histogram in
Fig. 10, it can be expected that coupling induced delays are
comparable to the gate delays. This is particularly true as the
technology advances below 65 nm. Therefore, we assigned each
coupling capacitor with a random delay between 0.0 and 2.0.
After that, the delay of each coupling capacitor was added into
the minimum and maximum delays of its two joint vertices.

Finally, we converted flops to back-to-back φ1/φ2 latches
and used ASTRA, a min-period retiming tool developed
by Sapatnekar and Deokar [24], to determine a symmetric
nonoverlapping two-phase retiming. In Section VII-B, we re-
port the obtained results based on the above setup.

B. Experimental Results

To find the optimal clock period, we search the space starting
with the lower bound specified by Tl in (18), incrementing this

TABLE II
COMPUTED CLOCK PERIOD

period by 1 until we find a feasible period. We cannot use
binary search because the solution space may not be convex.
This is confirmed by our experiments that feasible periods
may interleave with infeasible ones. For simplicity, we assume
τ = 0 (strict overlap) and zero setup and hold times. The results
are reported in Table II. Column “Tl” lists the period lower
bounds. Column “T opt

L ” lists the optimal periods for circuits
with only latches. The optimal periods computed by our heuris-
tic algorithm are listed in column “T opt

L+F .” Column “redu%”
lists the percentage of period reduction with respect to the max-
imum possible reduction, i.e., (T opt

L − T opt
L+F )/(T opt

L − Tl).
Column “impr%” lists the percentage of period improvement
with respect to the minimum period by using only latches, i.e.,
(T opt

L − T opt
L+F )/T opt

L . Since we choose the search step to be 1,
the number of iterations from “Tl” to “T opt

L+F ” for each circuit
is equal to their difference. Column “#veri” lists the number of
clock schedule verifications that our algorithm has carried out
for each circuit before T opt

L+F is found. The runtime is reported
in column “t(sec)” in seconds.

The results in Table II reveal three things. First, the values of
Tl are the minimum periods we can possibly get for a sym-
metric two-phase clock schedule. However, crosstalk effects
prevent the circuits from operating at Tl, which is illustrated
by the fact that T opt

L > Tl for all the tested circuits. The
overheads could be significant for some circuits. Second, by
replacing a subset of latches into flops, our algorithm always
successfully finds a feasible clock period T opt

L+F with crosstalk.
The effectiveness of our algorithm is shown by the circuits
with T opt

L+F < T
opt
L . In fact, half of the circuits are able to run

at the indicated period lower bounds after the replacement,
i.e., T opt

L+F = Tl. For these circuits, our algorithm achieves
100% period reduction. On average, the percentage of period
reduction is 70.0%, and the percentage of period improvement
is 13.2%. Last, our algorithm is efficient. For the longest case
“s15850” with more than 11 000 vertices, the runtime 235.09 s
are measured for 208 iterations and overall 4198 clock schedule
verifications with crosstalk, i.e., 0.056 s per verification. Given
that the approaches in [3] and [4] take more than 30 s (scaled
based on the difference in CPU frequency between their ma-
chines and ours) to do a single clock schedule verification with
crosstalk for circuits with around 4000 vertices, the proposed
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TABLE III
CHANGE OF CONTRIBUTING CAPACITORS

approach under the circular time representation is much more
efficient. The efficiency is due to the proposed efficient coupling
detection. In addition, the efficiency is independent on delay
and coupling capacitance scenarios since coupling detection is a
generic operation in clock schedule verification. In other words,
the running time improvement over [3] and [4] will be similar
even when extracted coupling data are available.

For the circuits with T opt
L+F < T

opt
L , we list in Table III

the number of contributing capacitors that affect switching
windows before and after the replacement in columns “capL”
and “capL+F ,” respectively. The number of latches chosen for
replacement in each circuit under T opt

L+F is listed in column
“flop.” The ratio between the number of flops and the number
of vertices is listed in column “flop/|V |.” We can see from
Table III that “capL+F ” is less than capL for all circuits. It
means that the crosstalk effects are reduced after the replace-
ment. In addition, the “flop/|V |” ratio is small. It implies that
if a flop is implemented as two back-to-back latches, the area
overhead due to the replacement is negligible.

To illustrate the crosstalk effects on clock period when the
number of coupling capacitors varies, we use “s9234” as an
example. The results are presented in Fig. 13, where the x-axis
is the percentage of the number of capacitors with respect to
the number of gates, and the y-axis is the clock period. The
results confirm that the overhead due to crosstalk effects, i.e.,
(T opt

L − Tl)/Tl, grows severer as the number of capacitors
increases. On the other hand, we find that the effectiveness of
our algorithm is hardly affected by the number of capacitors. It
achieves 100% period reduction, i.e., T opt

L+F = Tl, for almost
all different capacitor numbers. As a result, the percentage
of period improvement increases when more capacitors are
present in the circuit.

We also notice that there are a few circuits in Table II that
our algorithm cannot improve. It happens when replacing a
latch by a flop in a circuit causes clocking violations at its
succeeding memory elements. Recall that the replacement of
a latch not only shrinks the width of the switching window
but also increases the window to the falling edge of its clock
phase. Intuitively, if we can adjust the falling edge of the clock
phase after the replacement, the violations at the succeeding
memory elements may be avoided. The technique for adjusting
clock phases is also known as clock skew scheduling [26]. We
will consider incorporating it into the proposed algorithm as our
future work.

Fig. 13. Crosstalk effects on clock period as the number of capacitors varies
for s9234.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The tradeoff between a latch and a flop in sequential circuit
designs with crosstalk is formulated as seeking a configuration
of mixed latches and flops to minimize the clock period. A
circular time representation is proposed for coupling detec-
tion without additional phase translations, which are otherwise
required in state-of-the-art approaches [3], [4]. We show that
clock schedule verification under the circular time representa-
tion is easier. A heuristic algorithm is presented for finding the
optimal configuration of latches and flops. Experimental results
show that our algorithm is both effective and efficient.

The proposed framework and solution approach can equally
apply to crosstalk induced by capacitive and inductive
couplings.
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